Day 1 – July 27: Arrival
 Afternoon
3pm: Introduction and presentation of meeting aims
3:30pm: Inaugural debate about actions of young people for peace
Pacifist commitment and values from the First World War to nowadays conflicts
4:45-5:45pm: Round table


Stop/Eliminate nuclear weapons: humanitarian impact of nuclear weapons, analysis of the
current positive dynamics of States since the conference on the humanitarian impact of
nuclear weapons in Oslo, campaign ICAN: Presentation of approach and means of action



agreement on conditions for an Iranian nuclear program: What are the perspectives for the
region and for the elimination of nuclear weapons?



The EU and the culture of peace: peoples getting closer and the Euro crisis

 Beginning of the evening
6pm: time to reflect together
7pm: Aperitif and assessment of the first day
8pm: Dinner

Day 2 – July 28
 Morning
9am – 10am: Topic I “Our common pacifist culture, which values do we share? What are their
origins, their evolution, and their modern faces?” Focus on the big thinkers of peace, such as
Gandhi, Thoreau, Tolstoi, Jaurès and a look at pacifist engagement of young people today.
Contributors (with reservation): Association Camps des Milles
Exhibition of pacifist figures of 1914

10am – 11:30am: Round table


The culture of peace as new social pact enables the formation of a harmonious and
democratic society which is solidly united



What means of action are there for pacifists to spread their word? Exchange of
experiences and formation of common projects



Peace education: What principles and practices?

12:30pm: Lunch
 Afternoon
2 – 3:30pm: Round table

 Back to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, engagement for peace at the core of a conflict:
experiences of young Israelis and Palestinians
 Syria: What are the perspectives and challenges of the current situation?
Workshops: 3:45 – 5:45pm
 Journalism, radio, creation of video/photo
 Educate the culture of peace: preparation of activities for an afternoon with children of the
local youth center
 Putting together of a flash mob

6 – 7pm: Assessment of the day; time to talk for reporters and draftsmen; The other participants get
together at the statue of Jean Jaurès for a commemoration in the spirit of the culture of peace
 Beginning of the evening
7:15pm: International pacifist songs: the culture of peace
8pm: Dinner

Day 3 – July 29
 Morning
9-10am: Topic II “Two major problems for peace: the uneven development and the misuse of the
responsibility to protect” The fight against economic and social inequalities as component for the
constitution of peace. Disarm to develop.
The responsibility to protect is often used as justification to go to war. Focus on recent military
interventions, analysis and alternatives
10 – 11:30am: Round table:
 Pacifism and Ecology
 Finding concrete alternatives for “humanitarian interventions”
12:30pm: Lunch
 Afternoon
2 – 3:30pm: Round table
 Scientific research diverted for military purposes (Lucas Wirl, INES)
 How to finance humanitarian needs before military expenditures? Where do we stand on the
Millennium Development Goals? How about a Tobin tax on arms?
 When looking at the increase in military expenditures, can we talk about a new Cold War?
What are the consequences of this build-up of arms? Is there another model? Who are the
opposition forces (comeback on Mexico and Austria)? What is the place/role of young
people in this process?

3:45 – 5:45: Workshops
 Theater forum or how to use the theater in order to improve debating
 Training of young people in forming a dialogue with respective politicians
 Workshops video/photos, radio, journalism
6 – 7pm: Assessment of the day
 Beginning of the evening
7:15pm: flash mob
8pm: Dinner

Day 4 – July 30
 Morning
9-10am: Topic III “Gender equality and feminist engagement: What are the major challenges for the
21st century?
10 – 11:30am: Round table
 Women in conflicts; victims but also actors of peace.
 Gender equality: a preliminary condition for a peaceful society.
 Tolerance and the fight against the discrimination against LGBTs
12:30pm: Lunch
 Afternoon
2 – 3:30pm: Round table
 Racism, xenophobia, and nationalism: appraisal, analysis, researching solutions
 What have the flowers of the Arab Spring become ?
 Israeli-Palestinian conflict: Is peace possible? (examples of israeli-palestinian initiatives)

3:45 – 5:45 Workshops:
Activities with local children from the youth center.
Projection of the film: “l’Oiseau bonheur” for the children of the town and the participants.
Campaign of petition in town.
Workshops video/photos, radio, journalism

6 – 7pm: Assessment of the day
 Beginning of the evening
7:15pm: Peace party
This flash mob will remain the identifying and rallying sign of the network of youth pacifists.
Party and lanterns by the waterside.
Dinner

Day 5 – July 31 “Assassination of Jean Jaurès”
 Morning
9-10am: Brief restitution of the conferences, round tables, and workshops
10 – 11:30am: Coordination of upcoming campaigns, common goals, and future events/meetings
11:30-12:30pm: Assessment/feedback of the meeting

